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The buzz words are huge – to name a few: digitalization, customer-
centricity, agility, transformation. Shareholder value is still totally 
en vogue, but the runner up is picking up pace: corporate purpose 
and “the way we do things around here”. The equation is simple: 
performance and culture go hand in hand.

The power of the HOW

Giving employees a unifying direction and creating a frame of behaviors will directly impact the desired 
business outcomes – that is what we call “the power of HOW”. The way individuals or collectives in a 
company collaborate, decide, challenge, celebrate and learn. Tackling this requires courage, a portion 
of pragmatism and a full dose of ambiguity.

The focus on the HOW may beat the WHAT we do around here!

Corporate culture 
is no longer a soft 

fact but a key aspect 
to assess a company’s 
value. It’s not only about 
where you want to 
transform to, the culture 
evolution is equally 
important.

In January 2019 FTI Consulting published its inaugural Resilience Barometer including 

the feedback of 2.248 G20 companies directly employing 6.7 million people. 45 percent 

of the company leaders confirm that they will be facing a business transformation 

within the next twelve months. The report highlights that “soft assets” are understood 

as hard levers to master these business transformations: communications (48 

percent), trust (39 percent) and culture (34 percent) are mentioned as two of the main 

success factors to navigate change1. 

This insight has also arrived on the financial and regulatory agenda. Mid January 2019, 

State Street Global Advisors with approx. 3 trillion USD assets under management, 

made CEOs and CFOs aware that corporate culture is no longer a soft fact but a key 

aspect to assess a company’s value2. However, there are so many companies that have 

not started to listen to these voices enough. They get caught up in the financials of a 

transaction, are side-tracked by technological or economic disruptions, fast growth or 

just overestimate themselves as too big to fail. They care about culture far too late or 

not at all.
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THE POWER OF THE HOW

The good news
There are more and more companies taking bold decisions 

to open a new chapter when it comes to culture: they are 

courageous enough to focus on the HOW of a merger 

integration, a carve-out or a digital transformation. Aligning 

the asset of culture with the assets of a business strategy 

is part of their transformation strategy and execution plan. 

Wise managers are aware of that: according to FTI research, 

experienced business leaders in transformations place 

significantly more importance in managing people and cultural 

change than those with less experience.3

The turbo booster
The ultimate push and enabler for the corporate HOW is 

digitalization. In an era of decentral organization and an 

enormous amount of high-quality data permanently available 

at one’s fingertips, employees need room for manoeuvring and 

decision-making. Norms, behaviors and values, like ownership, 

empowerment and agility are essential to tackle future 

challenges and transformations. You cannot control this type of 

HOW, it will need to grow and nourish together with your entire 

organization – it’s not a top-down exercise.

We are sorry, but there is no 
general recipe
However, companies tend to have the ingrediencies available to 

start cooking – so let’s put them together and do what is right 

for your transformation and your people. Every corporate HOW 

is unique. There’s no single right answer. Here is a methodology 

to start the journey:

the assessment of the existing corporate culture 

and what business outcomes it concludes

the definition of the gap to a target culture based 

on and aligned with the transformation or strategy 

objectives and business outcomes

the design of a bottom-up execution plan to nurture 

and grow desired behaviors in combination with the 

“hacking” of established behaviors top down 

the implementation of a sustainable system of 

change and agility. Because there is no “it’s done, 

now let’s snap back into the old behaviors”.

The best practice
“Engagement” and “bottom-up” are the buzzwords of 

culture initiatives. At FTI Consulting we follow a systematic 

and pragmatic approach to diagnose and actively develop a 

company’s culture. We use formats and interventions that 

involve the entire organization, that build on strong leadership 

and we help facilitate the process on all levels. It needs a factual 

inventory, the openness to tackle a soft asset with hard KPIs, a 

clear and pragmatic execution plan involving all stakeholders 

beyond the usual suspects – namely HR and Communications.

No matter what your transformation is laid out to achieve or 

what your transaction is valued at or what ambitious growth 

targets you have set, if you don’t have the right HOW you will 

most likely fail the WHAT. 
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